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Customer Feature
The FM now handles content error "code 3" as a success when processing replies for a Verify message,
instead of reporting an error only.
[ RENO-15774, Resolved, FM should not treat AppRec status "3" as an error when sending Verify ]

Only doctors can make HELFO applications in dentist installations.
[ RENO-15757 (213929), Resolved, As a doctor in a dentist installation, I want to create Helfo applications ]

The coding system "9051" has been updated.
[ RENO-15730, Resolved, As the FM, I want to send correct DN values for kodeverk 9051 ]

Customer Defect
FM no longer throws an error when selecting long units when creating freetext medications.
[ RENO-15772 (214064), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - VS: 214064 - FM throws error message when using some of the
Styrke units from FEST file with nytt kodeverk 9090 and 7452 ]

During a discharge "samstemming" an item in pending recall state cannot be added.
[ RENO-15771 (213132), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - VS: 213132 - Samstemming changes on seponated recalled LIB item
after using tilbake til EPJ, reopening samstemming in discharge modus ]

Pending items on LB no longer drop down to AF when stop date is today or earlier.
[ RENO-15767 (214594), Resolved, Prescribing an eResept with stop date today will show the new resept in AF ]

Only doctors are able to create Helfo applications when prescribing foodstuffs (NIB)
[ RENO-15766, Resolved, Dentist and Assistant can create HELFO application for NIB in Dentist installation ]

Undoing "resepts" created in "Meona" discharge samstemming should no longer cause freezing
problems.
[ RENO-15736 (211893), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - VS: 211893 - FM freezes when doctor change a new Meona LIB item
in FM discharge samstemming to eresept, then use undo button, change to local reg, use undo button and change again
to eresept. ]

Removed and Not in RF, items in Meona discharge samstemming are no longer shown on right hand
side in "samstemming" window.
[ RENO-15735, Resolved, CLONE(4.6) - VS: 211599 - BUG: Local reg (Kosttilskudd) is moved from left to right hand side
in samstemming after completed discharge samstemming, a new transfer of Meona LIB and FM opened in Discharge
samstemming the second time, ]

Defect
Form column for "fritext" medications was to short for some of the values from the "kodeverk" which has
not been fixed.
[ RENO-15737, Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - Exception occurs when creating Freetext and the "Form" is long ]

In dentist installations, assistants can no longer suggest a recall of prescriptions prescribed by doctors.
[ RENO-15720, Resolved, Assistant in dentist installation can recall resept issued by a doctor ]

If the last RF lookup for a patient was limited then the next user is properly warned about it as a
reminder to make sure a complete lookup is performed.
[ RENO-15711, Resolved, Popup message not shown when opening FM and last lookup was limited ]

Dentists in dentists installations can now import medication not found in local fest without any changes
and users with the privileges to create drafts can suggest imports of the same without suggesting
changes.
[ RENO-15685, Resolved, Dentist can get stuck in samstemming after an RF lookup ]

When the FM is opened for a patient with an unknown allergy a warning popup is shown on startup.
[ RENO-15664, Resolved, No popup warning shows when opening a patient in the FM who has CAVE registered on an
unknown ATC code ]

